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ABSTRACT: In apparatus for winding a web (e.g. ofmetal foil 
or the like) on a rotating reel, ' an ironer assembly for 
smoothing the web as it is added to the reel, including an 
ironer roll which rides on the reel, a pivotally suspended frame 
larger in mass than the ironer roll, and springs under compres 
sion between the frame and roll for resiliently supporting the 
frame on the roll, so that the weight of the frame augments the 
pressure exerted by the roll on the web. ' 
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WEB-WINDING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to web-winding apparatus and in par 
ticular to a new and improved ironer assembly for smoothing a 
web as it is wound onto a reel. In one important speci?c 
aspect, the invention is directed to foil-winding apparatus in 
corporating such assembly. 
Many industrial operations involve the winding of an elon 

gated web of ?exible sheet material onto a reel. A common 
requirement, in such operations, is that the coil of web materi~ 
al be smoothed as it is wound. Stated broadly, the present in 
vention is applicable to web-winding equipment generally, e.g. 
in winding webs of such materials as paper, plastic, ?lms of 
various types, and even woven fabrics, as well as metal foils 
and the like. However, for purposes of illustration the inven 
tion will be described herein with reference to the winding of 
metal foil, and speci?cally aluminum foil, i.e. foil fabricated of 
aluminum metal or alloys thereof. 

In a typical aluminum foil-rolling mill, the foil emerges from 
the rolling operation at a very high linear speed and is power 
wound on a spool at an equal linear rate, in order to form a 
coil or reel of the oil for storage. The foil, in order to be ac 
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ceptable commercially, must be essentially completely free of - 
surface imperfections such as wrinkling, creasing, and other 
nonuniform bending of the foil web. To this end, conventional 
foil-winding apparatus includes an ironer roll which rides on 
the reel surface near the point of tangency between the rotat 
ing reel and the approaching web of foil. The pressure exerted 
by the ironer roll, in conjunction with the winging tension 
produced in the foil web by the powered takeup of the rewind 
spool, smooths the foil as it is wound onto the reel and builds a 
uniform, dense coil. 

lroner rolls as heretofore employed have been relatively 
large in mass so as to provide adequate pressure for smoothing 
the foil and eliminating air that might otherwise be trapped in 
pockets between a newly added layer of foil and the previous 
bed of layers in the reel. While use of an ironer roll is very im 
portant for attainment of proper smoothness of the foil, it is 
found in many cases that the ironer roll itself may cause wrin 
kling of or other damage to the foil being wound, unless spe 
cial care is taken and relatively low winding speeds are used. 
Such limitation of foil winding rate impairs the efficiency of 
the foil-producing operation. 
One signi?cant speci?c cause of damage to foil layers by an 

ironer roll is the variable dynamic force that may be imposed 
on the roll, in a direction radial to the reel, by eccentricity of 
the reel. Ordinarily, a reel of aluminum or other metal foil 
being wound develops some degree of eccentricity, and as the 
reel rotates this eccentricity imparts acceleration to the ironer 
roll (riding on the reel surface) in a direction radial to the reel 
and at the frequency of reel rotation. In other words, each 
time the reel rotates, the ironer roll moves radially away from 
and then back toward the reel axis, tending to bounce on the 
reel, as the eccentricity or “bulge” of the reel passes the ironer 
roll; consequently, the force exerted by the ironer roll on the ' 
reel is not constant but varies in magnitude during each rota 
tion of the reel. Especially at high winding speeds, this variable 
dynamic force may become large enough to cause telescoping 
of or other damage to the foil layers on the reel, and hence 
may necessitate use of undesirably low winding rates. Such 
development of a variable dynamic force of destructive mag 
nitude exhibits characteristics of a resonance phenomenon, in 
that it is encountered specifically at particular rates of reel 
rotation. 
Another difficulty sometimes encountered is that the ironer 

roll may undergo a wobbling motion of its ends about its 
center of gravity in the verticalplane containing its axis; this 
type of vibration produces rapid telescoping of, and con 
sequent serious damage to, the reel. Still another cause of 
damage to foil by ironer rolls is the so-called backlash 
phenomenon which occurs when the reel is decelerated by 
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braking as may be necessary during or at the conclusion of the 
winding operation. Although the relatively massive ironer roll 
normallyyrotates with a surface velocity equal to that of the 
reel surface, the momentum of the roll may cause it to run at a 
faster rate than the reel upon deceleration of the reel. This dif 
ference in velocity loosens the outer layers of foil on the reel, 
causing wrinkling or other damage thereto. I 
The foregoing problems are especially critical for the wind 

ing of metal ~(e.g. aluminum) foil, owing to the'particular pro 
perties of foil. However, undesired modes of ironer roll mo 
tion such as those discussed above may also create problems 
in the winding of other types of web material, i.e. when an 
ironer roll is used to smooth the foil of web being wound. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

vAn object of the present invention is to provide in 'web 
winding apparatus, a new and improved ironer assembly 
enabling operation at advantageously high winding speeds 
without damage to the web being wound. Another object is to 
provide web-winding apparatus having an ironer assembly in 
cluding an ironer roll, wherein web-damaging modes of ironer 
roll motion are minimized. A further object is to provide such 
apparatus wherein the variable dynamic force imposed on the 
ironer roll by reel eccentricity is advantageously reduced as 
compared to the forece thus imposed in conventional winding 
apparatus. A still further object is to provide such an ironer as 
sembly in apparatus for winding metal foil ‘at relatively high 
speed. - > i 

To these and other ends, the present invention contem 
plates improvements in web-winding equipment of the type in 
cluding rotatable means for accepting wound layers of web 
material, means for rotating the rotatable means so as to wind 
the web thereon to constitute a reel or coil of layers, and an 
ironer roll rotatably adapted to ride by the force of gravity 
against, and to exert pressure on, the outermost layer of the 
web on the reel. The improvement in accordance with the in 
vention broadly comprises the provision of a-body having a 
mass substantially ‘greater than the mass of the ironer roll; 
means for movably connecting the ironer roll to the body; in 
cluding resilient means acting between the body and the 
ironer roll, disposed and arranged so that relative movement 
of the body and the ironer roll effects resilient deformation of 
the resilient means, for supporting the body on the ironer roll 
and transmitting to the body motion of the ironer roll occur 
ring in a direction that is radial with respect to the reel; and 
means for restraining the body for movement along a path so 
disposed that the ironer roll rides against the outermost layer 
of the web on the reel and the weight of the body acts on the 
ironer roll through the resilient means to augment the pressure 
exerted by the ironer roll on the outermost layer of the web. 
In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, the afore 

mentioned body constitutes a frame structure pivotally 
mounted above the reel, and the ironer roll is pivotally 
suspended by rocker arms from this frame structure, while the 
resilient means constitutes a pair of springs under compression 
between the framestructure and the rocker arms holding the 
ironer roll. Auxiliary means may also be included for damping 
relative motion of the ironer roll and the body (i.e. the frame 
structure) toward each other, and/or for limiting the extent of 
relative separation of the ironer roll and the body. Very 
preferably the mass of the aforementioned body or frame 
structure is at least about two times the mass of the ironer roll. 

In this arrangement of elements the pressure exerted by the 
ironer assembly on the reel being wound is determined by the 
mass of both the ironer roll and the body or frame structure 
resiliently supported thereon, since the body bears on'the reel 
through the connecting resilient means and the ironer roll. 
However, the magnitude of the variable dynamic force im 
posed on the ironer roll by reel eccentricity is a function of the 
ironer roll mass. The mass of the ironer roll itself may be rela~ 
tively small as compared to conventional ironer rolls hereto 
fore used, because as stated, the larger mass body contributes 
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to the ironing pressure. This reduction in ironer roll mass, 
together with the resilient connection between the ironer roll 
and the larger mass body, very significantly reduces the varia 
ble dynamic force imposed on the ironer roll by reel eccen 
tricity (as compared to the force thus imposed in conventional 
winding equipment) and hence minimized likelihood of 
damage to the web resulting from such force at any given 
winding speed. I 

In other words, the structure of the present invention per 
mits reduction in ironer roll mass without concomitant reduc 
tion in ironing pressure. The reduced ironer roll mass, and 
consequent lowering of inertia of the ironer roll, also 
minimizes other undesired and potentially deleterious modes 
of ironer roll motion. 

While the invention is broadly applicable to the winding of a 
wide variety of web material, i.e. continuous webs of materials 
such as paper, plastics, ?lms of various types, and woven 
fabrics, in one important speci?c aspect the invention is em 
bodied in apparatus for high-speed winding of a continuous 
web of metal foil. It is found that the ironer assembly of the in 
vention is especially effective in avoiding undesired modes or 
ironer roll motion, and the damage to foil associated 
therewith, at advantageously high foil-winding speeds in such 
apparatus. - 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed schematic side elevational view of foil 
rolling and winding equipment incorporating the structure of 
the invention in an illustrative embodiment; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary front elevational view taken along 
the line 2-2 of FIG. 1;} 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged side elevational detail view, partly in 
section, ofthe ironer assembly of the FIG. 1 apparatus; and 

FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 3, showing a modi?ed em 
bodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The invention will be particularly described, by way of illus 
tration, as embodied in apparatus for winding aluminum foil, it 
being understood, however, that the invention may also ‘be 
used in winding other metal foils and other types of continu 
ous webs. 

Referring ?rst to FIGS. 1 -3, the invention in the embodi 
ment there illustrated is incorporated in generally conven 
tional foil rolling and winding equipment including a foil 
rolling mill represented schematically at 10, wherein sheet 
aluminum is reduced to foil thickness by passage between suc 
cessive pairs of arrays of rolls 11. From the mill, a continuous 
web 12 of aluminum foil advance to an axially horizontal 
rotatable spool 14 for accepting wound layers of foil. The 
spool 14 for accepting wound layers of foil. The spool 14 is 
rotated by a motor drive 15 so as to wind the foil on the spool 
to constitute a reel or coil 16 or foil layers for subsequent 
storage, shipment or other handling. 
An ironer roll 18, journaled at its ends for rotation about its 

longitudinal axis. is disposed in axially parallel relation to the 
spool 14 and in contact with the top surface of the reel 16 near 
the point of tangency between the reel and the approaching 
foil web 12. This roll 18 rides by the force of gravity against, 
and exerts pressure on, the outermost layer of foil on the reel, 
being rotated by frictional contact with the motor-driven reel. 

In accordance with the invention there is provided a body or 
frame structure having a mass substantially greater than the 

~ mass of the roll 18 and comprising (in the embodiment of 
FIGS. 1-3) a ?rst pair of relatively massive rocker arms 20 
disposed above, and respectively on opposite ends of, the reel 
16. The rocker arms may be rigidly‘ interconnected by a 
horizontal cross member 21. Each of these rocker arms is 
pivotally mounted'at one end on a ?xed frame 22 positioned 
on the side of the reel 16 from which thefoil advances-to the 
reel. The pivotal mounting of the rQckerarms 20 is such that 
both arms pivot about a common horizontal axis parallel'to 
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the axis of the spool 14, and extend generally horizontally 
- from the frame 22 toward the reel in parallel relation to each 
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other. 
A second and shorter pair of rocker arms 24 are respective 

ly pivotally secured to the rocker arms 20 for pivotal move 
ment about a common horizontal axis parallel to the axis of 
spool 14, at localities intermediate the pivoted ends and the 
outer or free ends of the rocker arms 20. The outer end 24a of 
each of the arms 24 underlies the outer end 200 of the arm 20 
on which it is mounted. The rocker arms 24 constitute the 
mounting for the ironer roll 18, which has its opposite ends 
respectively journaled in the two arms 24. 
Two helical springs 25 are respectively disposed between 

the ends 20a of the arms 20 and the ends 24a of the arms 24. 
Each of these springs 25 is under compression between the 
end 20a of one of the arms 20 and the subjacent end 24a of the 
arm 24 mounted on that arm 20. These springs 25 support the 
arms 20 on the ironer roll 18 (the weight of the arms 20 being 
transmitted to the roll 18 through the springs 25 and thence 
through the arms 24), and transmit to the arms 20 any motion 
of the ironer roll occurring in a direction that is radial with 
respect to the reel 16; the springs are so disposed and arranged 
that relative movement of the arms 20 and the ironer roll 18 
effects resilient deformation of the springs. In combination 
with the pivoted rocker arms 24, the springs constitute means 
for movably connecting the ironer roll to the arms 20. 

It will be understood that the described ironer assembly in 
cluding the roll 18, arms 20 and 24, and springs 25 is 
restrained by the ?xed frame 22 and the pivotal connection of 
arms 20 thereto, for movement along a path so disposed that 
the ironer roll 18 rides against the outermost layer of foil on 
the reel 16 and the weight of the arms 20 acts on the ironer 
roll through the springs 25 to augment the pressure exerted by 
the ironer roll on the outermost layer of foil on the reel. 
As shown, means comprising a pair of adjustable ?uid-actu 

ated cylinders 27 mounted on the ?xed frame 22 and having a 
pair ofipistons 28 respectively connected to the two arms 20 
may be provided for exerting a lifting force on the arms 20, i.e. 
when operated by suitable conventional control means (not 
shown), to reduce the pressure exerted by the roll 18 on the 
reel 16 and/or to raise the ironer assembly above the reel upon 
completion of a foil-winding operation. Also, means may be 
provided for limiting the extent of relative separation of the 
outer ends of arms 20 and 24, to partially precompress the 
springs and restrict the permitted amount of spring relaxation. 
This limiting means is shown in FIGS. 1-3 as a pair of bolts 30 
respectively threaded in the ends 240 of the two arms 24 and 
projecting upwardly therefrom into bores 31 in the ends 20a 
of the arms 20, with the heads of the bolts received in enlarged 
upper portions 32 of the bores. The bolts are slidable within 
the bores, which are so shaped as to permit free upward move 
ment of the bolts (i.e. corresponding to motion of the arms 24 
toward the arms 20) but to limit downward movement of the 
bolts and thereby to restrict displacement of the arms 24 away 
from the arms 20. The maximum permitted separation of the 
arm ends 200 and 24a may be varied by lightening or loosen 
ing the bolts in the ends 240. 

In the operation of the described apparatus, a web 12 of foil 
produced in the mill l0 advances from the mill at a constant 
and relatively rapid linear speed toward the spool 14 on which 
it is to be wound. The spool is positively driven to wind up the 
foil web into a reel 16 of foil layers, being rotated in such 
manner that the external surface speed of the reel is constant 
and equal to the speed of the advancing web 12. Thus, as suc 
cessive foil layers build up in the reel 16, increasing the reel 
diameter, the angular velocity of the reel is decreased as 
necessary to maintain this constant surface speed. 
As the reel is wound, the ironer roll 18, riding by gravity 

against the outermost‘ foil layer on the reel, is rotated by its 
frictional contact with the reel at the same surface velocity as 
the reel outer layer. The ironer roll presses downwardly on 
this outer foil layer witha force augmented by the weight of 
the rocker arms 20 as transmitted to the ironer roll 18 through 
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the springs 25; this pressure, together with the tension im 
parted to the foil web, 12 by the powered drive of the spool 14, 
serves to smooth the newly added foil layer on the reel. 

Usually, as the winding operation proceeds, the reel 16 
develops some degree of eccentricity i.e. some variation in 
radial thickness from point to point around its periphery. Each 
time the bulge or eccentric portion of the reel passes the 
ironer roll, the ironer roll moves ?rst upwardly and then 
downwardly in a direction that is radial with respect to the 
reel. In other words, the eccentricity of the reel effects a 
periodic acceleration and consequent oscillation of the ironer 
roll; as a result, a variable dynamic force is imposed on the 
ironer roll at a frequency determined by the angular velocity 
of the reel. 
The magnitude of the variable force thus imposed on the 

roll 18 is a function of the mass of the roll. Owing to the fact 
that in the present structure, the weight of the arms 20 as well 
as the weight of the roll contributes to the pressureexerted by 
the roll on the reel surface, the mass of the ironer roll itself in 
this structure may be made very substantially smaller than that 
of a conventional ironer roll as heretofore used, without 
diminution of the pressure applied by the roll to the outermost 
foil layer on the reel. This decrease in ironer roll mass, 
together with the energy-absorbing effect of the resilient con 
nection of the ironer roll to the larger mass represented by 
arms 20, very signi?cantly lessens the variable dynamic force 
imposed by the reel eccentricity on the ironer roll, even at 
high winding speeds, and thus enables use of fast and efficient 
winding speeds without danger of damage to layers of foil on 
the reel by the ironer roll. In other words, this reduction in 
variable force is achieved because the present ironer assembly 
is a resiliently linked two-mass system rather than a rigid single 
mass. The springs 25 are selected to have a stiffness such that 
the resonance frequency of the assembly is substantially above 
the frequency of oscillation of the ironer roll by the eccentric 
reel. 
The reduction in ironer roll mass permitted by the ironer as 

sembly of the present invention also aids in avoiding develop 
ment of other undesired modes of ironer roll motion. For ex 
ample, whereas a conventional ironer roll sometimes tends to 
wobble about its center of gravity in a plane containing its lon 
gitudinal axis, with resultant telescoping of and damage to foil 
layers on the reel, such wobbling tendency is markedly 
decreased in the present structure because the mass, and con 
sequently the inertia, of the ironer roll 18 is substantially lower 
than that of a conventional ironer roll. Again, the tendency of 
a conventional ironer roll to rotate with a faster surface speed 
than the reel during deceleration of the reel — owing to the 
momentum of the ironer roll - is lessened or even completely 
avoided when a relatively low mass ironer roll (with concomi 
tantly reduced momentum) is used in the present structure. In 
many instances, this obviates the need to provide special 
brakes to slow the ironer roll upon braking deceleration of the 
reel. 

For optimum realization of the advantages of the invention, 
especially with respect to minimization of variable dynamic 
forece imposed on the ironer roll by reel eccentricity, the 
larger mass body or frame structure represented by arms 20 
should have a mass equal to at least twice that of the ironer 
roll. It will be ‘understood that as herein referred to, the mass 
of the body or frame structure is that part of the total mass of 
the ironer assembly which bears downwardly on and com 
presses the springs 25, while the mass of the ironer roll is the 
remainder of the total ironer assembly mass (i.e. including the 
ironer roll, and also portions of its mounting) bearing against 
the reel 16. Stated in other words, the ratio of the mass of the 
frame structure to the ironer roll mass, as de?ned above, 
should be at least 2:1; a convenient range of values for this 
mass ratio is that between about 2:1 (preferably at least about 
3:1 and about 4:1, the latter value constituting a practical or 
preferred upper limit for that mass ratio. 

In addition, the ironer roll itself should be made as light as 
possible, consistent with provision of adequate structural 
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6 
strength for the roll, to minimize the ironer roll mass. How 
ever, sincev structural considerations (in particular, the 
requirement of adequate strength for the roll) impose a practi 
cal lower limit on the magnitude of the ironer roll mass in the 
present ironer assembly, the total weight of the assembly may 
in some instances have to be so large - in order to satisfy the 
minimum or optimum mass ratio values set forth above — that 
it would exert excessive pressure on the reel. In such case, the 
cylinders 27 may be operated to partially unload the ironer 
roll (i.e. to partially support the frame structure mass), 
thereby reducing the pressure on the reel to an acceptable 
value. This unloading of the ironer roll does not impair the ef 
fectiveness of the system in minimizing variable dynamic force 
on the ironer roll, because the oscillating masses remain 
unchanged. ‘ 

A modi?ed embodiment of the invention is illustrated in 
FIG. 4. In this embodiment, again, the ironer assembly in 
cludes an ironer roll 18 riding on a reel 1610f foil layers, and 
rocker arms 20 and 24 with springs 25 under compression 
between them all arranged as in the embodiment of FIGS. 1-3 
described above. In the structure of FIG. 4, there is included a 
crosspiece 35 rigidly interconnecting the two arms 20 and 
constituting part of the large mass body or, frame structure 
that bears downwardly on the springs 25. The embodiment of 
FIG. 4 further includes damping means acting between the 
frame structure mass and the ironer roll mass, and comprising 
a pair of hydraulic cylinder and piston arrangements acting 
between the arm ends 20a and 24a for damping motion of the 
arm ends 2011 toward the arm ends 24a, i.e. for damping rela 
tive motion of the frame structure and ironer roll toward each 
other especially in the case of severe vibrations. As shown, 
each of the arm ends 240 bears upwardly opening cylinder 37, 
disposed concentrically within the spring 25, and each of the 
arm ends 20a bears a plunger or piston 38 projecting 
downwardly into the cylinder 37 on the subjacent'arm end 24a 
and cooperating therewith to constitute a damping system. 
The cylinders and pistons are (as shown) pivotally mounted 
on the respective arm ends so as to maintain proper vertical 
alignment with each other despite minor variation in angular 
orientation of the arms 20 and 24. 

Speci?cally, each cylinder 37 has an upwardly opening cen 
tral bore slightly larger in diameter than its associated piston 
38, so that there is some degree of clearance between the 
piston and the central bore wall. Also, each of the cylinders 
has a bevelled upper lip 39 that taper downwardly into the 
cylinder bore. 

For an understanding of the operation ofythis damping 
means, it may be explained that foil rolling and winding ap 
paratus conventionally includes means (not shown) for 
providing a spray of coolant liquid such as water to the foil in a 
manner providing spray of he liquid in the vicinity of the reel, 
i.e.‘ at and around the surface of the reel being wound. The 
cylinders 37, with their upwardly opening bevelled lips, collect 
some of this spray, which accumulates in the cylinder bores 
and serves as the hydraulic ?uid therefor. In other words, the 
clearance between the pistons and the cylinder bore walls is 
sufficient so that the cylinder bores are maintained ?lled with 
roll coolant accumulating from collected spray and condensa 
tion. Downward movement of the pistons into the cylinders 
(incident to relative movement of the arm ends 20a and 24a 
toward each other) displaces the hydraulic ?uid upwardly into 
the spaces between the pistons and cylinder bore walls; the 
clearance between pistons and cylinders is'small enough so 
that this ?uid displacement dissipates energy in the case of a 
severe vibration (e.g. imparted to the ironer roll), thereby 
providing the desired damping effect. 
When the invention is used in equipment for winding other 

types of webs (i.e. webs of materials other than metal foil) 
similar damping means maybe employed, but‘ in such cases 
there is ordinarily no coolant supplied to the coil, and hence 
no circumambient spray to provide hydraulic ?uid for the 
cylinder. In'the absence of a supply of coolant spray, the 
damping means may be an enclosed hydraulic clamping device 
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(cylinder and piston system) containing a con?ned hydraulic 
?uid, butgenerally arranged for cooperation with the ironer 
roll and frame structure in the same manner as shown in FIG. 
4. 
By way of further illustration of the invention, reference 

may be made to the following comparison between use of a 
typical conventional ironer roll and use ofan exemplary ironer 
assembly embodying the invention, with an aluminum foil reel 
having an eccentricity Y, of 0.020 inch, rotating at a constant 
linear surface speed v (equal to foil mill rolling speed) of 400 
inches/second while the reel diameter D increases from 10 
inches to 35 inches. Over this range of diameter, the reel 
frequency f, determined by the relation 

' Fv/FD (1) 
decreases from 12.7 to 3.75 cycles per second. The reel ec 
centricity as a function of time, Y(!), is given by 

Y(t)-——Y,,sin(wt) 
wherein t is time and w, the circular frequency of the reel, 
equals 21rf; hence the maximum acceleration Yum, of the 
ironer roll dynamic mass by reel eccentricity is 

ymn.r=(_) yowz ) 
=0.020X(21r><12.7)2 
=127 inches/second2 

for the described example of winding operation. the amplitude 
I".J of the variable dynamic force imposed on the ironer roll 
mass m by the reel eccentricity is then given by the relation 

Fo=m ymaxl g (4) 
wherein g is the gravitational constant. 
For a conventional ironer roll having dynamic mass m, of 

180 lbs., the amplitude F0 is 
F,,=(l8OXl27):_+_-63.5 lbs. 

and the mass acting on the reel is 180 lbs. 
These values may be compared with results obtained in use 

of an ironer assembly according to the present invention, hav 
ing the general structural arrangement shown in FIGS. 1-3, 
with an ironer roll mass m2 of 67 lbs. and a frame structure 
mass M of 160 lbs. bearing on the ironer roll through a pair of 
springs each having a static compression of 0.075 inch as a 
result of the mass M resting‘on the springs. The total mass of 
this assembly acting on the reel is 227 lbs. The stiffness C 
required for each spring, with this static compression value‘, is 

C=1/2><M/0.075=l065 1b./in. (6) 
Consequently, the resonance frequency f,“ of the system is 

,,,8=l/21r\/2Cg/M=69 c.p.s. (7), 

(5) 

well above the range of frequencies (3.75to 12.7 c.p.s.) en! 
countered in the described winding operation. 
From equation (4 ) above, the amplitude F0 of the variable 

dynamic force imposed on the ironer roll of the assembly by 
reel eccentricity is 

_ F0=m2Ymn.r/ g =67><127/l60=J:23.61bs., 

or in other words, only about 37.2 percent of the amplitude 
encountered in use of the above-mentioned conventional 
ironer roll, even though the total mass of the assembly acting 
on the reel of foil is substantially greater (227 lbs.) than the 
conventional roll mass acting on the reel. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the 
features and embodiments hereinabove speci?cally set forth, 
but may be carried out in other ways without departure from 
its spirit. ' 

lclaim: v 

1. Web-winding equipment, including 
a. rotatable means for accepting wound layers of a continu 

ous web; 
b. means for rotating said rotatable means so as to wind said 
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8 
web thereon to constitute a reel of layers; and 

c. an ironer roll rotatably adapted to ride by the force of 
gravity against, and to exert pressure on, the outermost 
layer of the web on said reel; ' 

wherein the improvement comprises: 
(1. a body having a mass substantially greater than the mass 

ofsaidironer roll; _ _ _ _ 

e. means for movably connecting said ironer roll to said 
body, including resilient means acting between said body 
and said ironer roll, disposed and arranged so that relative 
movement of said body and said ironer roll effects 
resilient deformation of said resilient means, for support 
ing said body on said ironer roll and transmitting to said 
body motion of said ironer roll occurring in a direction 
that is radial with respect to said reel; and _ 

f. means for restraining said body for movement along a 
path so disposed that said ironerroll rides against said ou 
termost layer of the web as aforesaid and the weight of 
said body acts on said ironer'roll through said resilient 
means to augment the pressure exerted by said ironer 
rol1~on said outermost layer of the web. 

2. Equipment as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said resilient 
means urges said ironer roll away from said body. 

3. Equipment as de?ned in claim 2, wherein said resilient 
means comprises at least one spring under compression 
between said ironer roll and said body. 

4. Equipment as de?ned in claim 3, wherein said resilient 
means further includes auxiliary means for damping relative 
motion of said ironer roll and body toward each other. 

5. Equipment as defined in claim 4, wherein said damping 
means comprises a hydraulic cylinder carried by one of said 
body and said ironer roll, and a piston movable within said 
cylinder and carried by the other of said body and said ironer 
roll. 

6. Equipment as de?ned in claim 5, further including means 
for supplying coolant liquid to said web in a manner providing 
a spray of said liquid in the vicinity of said reel, and wherein 
said hydraulic cylinder is carried by said ironer roll and opens 
upwardly to receive said spray, said spray constituting hydrau 
lic ?uid for said cylinder. 

7. Equipment as de?ned in claim 3, further including means 
for limiting the extent of relative separation of said ironer roll 
and said body in the direction of compression of said spring. 

8. Equipment as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said means for 
restraining said body includes means for exerting an upward 
force on said body to reduce the effective pressure exerted by 
the weight of said body through said ironer roll on said outer 
most layer of the web on said reel. ' - 

9. Equipment as de?ned in claim 1, wherein the mass of said 
body is at least about two times the mass ofsaid ironer roll. 

10. Equipment as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said body 
comprises a first pair of rocker arms and a member extending 
between and connected to said rocker arms; wherein said 
means for restraining said body comprises a, ?xed frame and 
means pivotally connecting said ?rst pair of rocker arms to 
said ?xed frame for pivotal movement of said rocker arms 
about a horizontal axis; and wherein said means for connect 
ing said ironer roll to said body includes a second pair of 
rocker arms respectively pivotally connected to said ?rst pair 
of rocker arms for pivotal movement about a horizontal axis, 
and further includes resilient means comprising a pair of 
springs under compression between the rocker arms of said 
second pair and the rocker arms of said ?rst pair, said ironer 
roll extending between and being journaled in said second pair 
of rocker arms. 
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